**532  EXPANDED TITLE**

[...]

$z$  Language of Title

This subfield identifies the language of the expanded title. For codes use ISO 639-2 or other standard language code schema specified in subfield $2$. Not repeatable.

$2$  Source

An identification in coded form for the language code schema from which the code in $z$ is derived, when the code is not from ISO 639-2. For a list of the language codes schemas, see Appendix A. Not repeatable.

[...]

**Examples**

[...]

EX 7  532 10$\text{aСоветская Социалистическая Республика совет Союзачи Конституцияни проектавани докладахани}$$z$gld$2$iso639-3

The title is “ССР Союзачи Конституцияни проектавани докладахани”. Code for the Nanai language in field 532 is derived from ISO 639-3, thereof the source of code is indicated in subfield $2$.

EX 8  532 11$\text{aBāт тāл}$$zmns$2$iso639-3

The title is “30 тāл” in the Mansi language. Fields 532 contain expanded title, code for the Mansi language is derived from ISO 639-3. Source of code is indicated in subfield $2$. 